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View from the Chair

What a year! For so many literary groups, historical groups, and community associations
everywhere the year has been a disaster as carefully planned and enthusiastically
anticipated events have been cancelled. For us in the Fellowship we can only be thankful to
Robert and Christiana Evans for producing their talented daughter in 1819 rather than 1820.
So we have good memories of our bicentenary events last year which both stretched and
exhilarated our committee. When the new website goes live you will soon be able to see
details of all those events in one place.
Sadly, however, all we can say about our own 90th anniversary year is that we had a logo
and laid a wreath. Also, Joy Redfern gave a superb presentation about the GEF at the
Antipodean Conference in Sydney in February to launch our celebrations but then came
lockdown (Joy’s presentation will be available on the website). Three events are planned for
the year but whether they will take place after this week’s new restrictions is uncertain.
However, we have not been idle. Our new Treasurer, Linda Mayne, has updated our
financial procedures so that online banking will make payments easier. We are also working
on a new website, beautifully designed for us by Alison Gregory, who created our muchadmired bicentenary website. The website address remains the same, www.georgeeliot.org
and it will go live on 1 October. We are developing a Members’ Page which will concentrate
on material relevant to members like Newsletters, minutes, AGMs as well as articles that we
think might appeal particularly to our members. We are expanding the archive section and
writing specific articles for it. There is a page devoted entirely to the George Eliot Review
with links to all our past Reviews; links also to Kathleen Adams’s Community of Interest
about the first 70 years of the Fellowship. It will eventually be updated to 2020, but not yet!
Meetings and George Eliot Tours were cancelled but we have put in place items which will
enhance the Fellowship’s output in future years.

Nuneaton Wreathlaying
Usually we arrange a lovely afternoon of fellowship with guest speaker, the Mayor, up to
twenty wreaths and tea and cakes in the museum afterwards. Clearly we could not do that
this year but we did want to have at least one of the events that the earliest committee of
the Fellowship organised from 1931 onwards. Laying a wreath in those days meant a trek in
November across the Arbury estate from Griff to the obelisk erected in 1907 close to South
Farm. In 1952 the obelisk was moved to the new George Eliot Memorial Gardens and the
date changed to one better suited to outdoors.
This year we had asked Sheila Woolf to lay a wreath. Despite the restrictions we went
ahead. About 15 attended the event on a cold afternoon, and the original one wreath
became three as Joy Redfern laid one comprising Warwickshire flowers from her garden
combined with foliage from the bicentenary wreath at Highgate, and Michael Harris laid one
in memory of our members (including his wife and our vice-president, Ruth) who had died in
recent months. Sheila delivered a superb address, which we include here.

Sheila Woolf lays the Fellowship wreath Michael Harris for recent members Joy Redfern for local fellowship

Sheila’s Address
We all know that when looking for an appropriate quotation in life, the best thing to do is to turn to
George Eliot. Her wisdom always guarantees sensible or emotionally intelligent words.
This has been such a difficult year for the world, and it seemed impossible to me to say anything today
which would not refer to the pandemic. The most obvious Eliot quotation which sprang immediately to
my mind in the circumstances was in celebration of those who have stepped up to the mark to help their
fellow human beings, “that the growing good of the world is partly dependent on unhistoric acts” – from
the closing paragraph of Middlemarch, of course. We have certainly seen in recent months that “things
are not so ill with you and me as they might have been…half owing to the number who lived faithfully a
hidden life”…the people, perhaps, we have applauded on Thursday nights, the nurses, doctors, delivery
drivers, supermarket workers, van and bus drivers and so on.
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Recalling this paragraph, in celebration of Dorothea Brooke, I began to indulge in a little game I
sometimes play with various works of Literature: how might the characters in Middlemarch have
responded to COVID-19 in 2020? One might be a bit mischievous today, and have fun thinking about
it…here are a few thoughts…you may disagree!
Lydgate, of course, would be heroically searching for a vaccine;
Rosamund would be lamenting the lack of social activity, and fretting over the difficulty in getting a
Waitrose delivery;
Fred, too, would be listless, and resenting lockdown, and perhaps finding covert means to break it;
Bulstrode might be considering how to profit financially from the PPE - provision situation;
Casaubon would be voluntarily shielding, clothing himself from head to foot in protective clothing;
Sir James would be shaking his head, gloomily poring over the demise of the stock market;
The Reverend Farebrother would be learning, slowly, how to put together zoom services;
Brooke would religiously watch each evening’s Coronavirus Daily Update, and find himself agreeing first
with ministerial declarations and then with journalists’ challenges until he had no idea what to think;
Ladislaw would have set up an online artists’ collective;
Mary Garth, brilliantly, would volunteer immediately to do whatever she could for the community,
before returning home to make superb sourdough;
And Dorothea? Dorothea would organise, quietly and efficiently, and do great good for those in need.
“The effect of her being on those around her” would be great, whilst remaining “hidden”.
Thank goodness, I say, for the Dorotheas of 2020, and thank you, as ever, George Eliot, for providing the
inspiration.

Above: the 2020 wreaths

Usually visitors are encouraged to come close. This year they were urged to be socially distanced!
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Latest News
Griff and the Visitor Centre

Three GPT trustees recently had a site meeting with the property company employed by Whitbread
(who own Griff) to discuss the next stage in creating the GEVC. Eight years have passed since the
Fellowship persuaded the local authority to refuse permission to pull down the building. The site
meeting was followed by a long list of questions from the surveyor, to which he requires satisfactory
answers before he can recommend Whitbread give us a lease.
Yes, I know……
But of course we are complying and I have just sent off another batch of answers in the hope that
they will pass the exam and a lease will be granted – all before the end of October which is when our
Planning Permission and Listed Building Consent run out.

Latest on the new website

We are within days of launching the new website. We hope it will be more user friendly and more
easily read on a phone or tablet. Much of the existing material on George Eliot’s life, her books, and
the Fellowship remain the same but we are expanding the Members’ Section, which didn’t work on
the old site. This one will have material specifically relevant to members, like Fellowship dates,
documents and discussion about policy, decisions, and future programmes. It will have more
information about some articles elsewhere in the site, but dealt with more comprehensively in the
Members’ Section, an advantage to those who pay to belong!
Booking events should be simplified and more easily managed by us as well, and eventually
membership details will be incorporated, securely of course, so that renewal notices can be
generated by the website rather than a Membership Secretary.
Alison’s design is modern, unfussy and clear to navigate. I have loved learning the (very) basic steps
of placing an article. There are instant links to Beverley Rilett’s George Eliot Review archive and her
George Eliot Archive sites, and our own archive is much expanded. Thursday 1 October is Launch
Day.
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Reclaim the Name

Many of our members will have read about, and probably recoiled at, the PR inspired decision to
publish 25 obscure works by female writers who published under male pen-names. One of the 25
was not obscure, so the decision to publish (well, not really publish, release as an ebook on which no
copyright exists or printing costs are incurred) Middlemarch by Mary Ann Evans was a particularly
dumb exercise. We did try to dissuade the PR company if for no other reason than George Eliot’s
dislike of her baptismal name and her repeated urging of others not to use it, not to mention that by
1871/2 she had been publishing huge best-sellers for 14 years and was quite able to decide what to
call herself as an author.
There was a flurry of Twitter flights, I was interviewed one Sunday morning on Sky News and on
TalkRADIO who had been inspired to follow up a particularly egregious article in the Mail by Mark
Edmonds who claimed without any evidence that George Eliot had an insatiable lust for married
men and led a vivid and sexually voracious life. (Silly me for not realising what she got up to when
left alone in the house whilst Lewes went to concerts, first nights and dinners to which she was not
invited.)
We made light of it with this announcement on our Facebook page:
The George Eliot Fellowship wishes to make clear that we have no intention of renaming it
The Mary Ann Evans Fellowship
The Mary Anne Evans Fellowship
The Marian Evans Fellowship
The Marian Evans Lewes Fellowship
The Mrs John Cross Fellowship
The Marian Cross Fellowship
mindful as we are that it is none of our business to tell the 19th century how they should
have behaved (there being more than enough motes in our own eyes), and mindful too of
her request, in a letter to James A H Murray, 5 December 1879,(GEL 9:279) that
"I wish always to be quoted as George Eliot. Thanking you for your courteous solicitude on
this point, I remain,
Yours very truly,
M.E Lewes"
If you wish to follow up this story there is more on the home page of the new website.

From the Website Archive
The Fellowship recently acquired this 1936 programme of the Birthday Supper. On the back are
signatures of the principal guests. More information is available in the article on the new website:
www.georgeeliot.org
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Maintaining the Grave at Highgate
We are very fortunate that several members and non-members have been happy to visit Highgate
over the years to maintain the grave and make it look as if someone cares. Whenever Joy, Viv, Mary,
Linda or Denis go they always have interesting conversations with visitors.
For the lockdown period the cemetery was closed but Joy went on 20 September and saw that,
despite the long hot dry periods this year the plants are thriving and the adjacent grave has been
tidied up so that George Eliot’s looks more prominent. Thanks to Joy for her latest trip and for the
photographs she took, shown below.

Positive Social Media

We don’t know how this happened but think it arose from a visit to our website from Kate Howe
who runs a YouTube channel on books. She devotes October every year to Victorian literature and
calls it Victober.

Kate lives near Philadelphia. She is shown here in Ebenezer Maxwell Mansion, a building where her
real life book group meets and she is dressed appropriately in a room depicting 1860s Victorian
taste. The building dates from 1859, an auspicious year in George Eliot’s life.
A few days later Viv on her computer, and I on mine, talked George Eliot by Zoom for nearly two
hours with Kate, who will edit it and show it to her nearly 5,000 followers. You might like her
infectious enthusiasm and you can see more on the following two links:
A link to Kate’s youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgcjcyByhekqVpU6cKriX5w/
The Victober Announcement video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eidSDkBuwXE&ab_channel=KateHowe
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The 2020 George Eliot Review
The latest GER is a triumph and sincere thanks are due to editor John Rignall, assisted by Michael
Davis and A.G. van den Broek for what is in effect a tribute to the bicentenary last year, several of
the 10 papers having been delivered at the International Leicester Conference in July 2019.
Also included is the £500 Prize winning essay by Emily Butler-Probst, three conference reports,
including one on the Leicester Conference by Sarah Barnette, who despite parental duties for her
small child managed to sample enough of the many papers to produce a delightful summary of the
themes and currents that swirled through the three days. There are memories of three longstanding
members who died early in 2020, and for them we have used colour for the first time. Until now
only the cover has used colour. Five pages in the 170 page publication are devoted to the issues
raised in 2019 by Gabriel Woolf and there are then seven book reviews and annual reports from the
chairman and from Japan.
All our Fellowship members should have received their copies several weeks ago. We know of one
delayed by five weeks but please let me know if any other members have not received a copy.
The Newsletter is sent to a lot of non-members and so this page is for their benefit, in the hope that
they will buy a copy to sample the quality of what we achieved. The cost is £8 post paid to the UK
and £10 post paid to anywhere else in the world. Use the booking form on the next page or order
though the website when it goes live.
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Programme for the rest of 2020

49th Annual Lecture – Sat 10 Oct at 2.30 via zoom. Members £4.00 Non-Members £5.00
This is to be the very first online lecture for the Fellowship. It is fitting that it should be for our Annual Lecture, and even
more fitting that it should be delivered by Professor Gail Marshall. Zoom code will be sent to those who book a place.

George Eliot’s Network of readers

Gail will speak about George Eliot and networks, with the GEF alluded to as being a form of network of readers. She is
intrigued by how the Victorians used 'networks' in different ways to us, and would love the chance and excuse to pursue
this further in her presentation.

You can book either online, after 1 October (www.georgeeliot.org) or by post using the form below.

Professor Gail Marshall

Dr Valerie Fehlbaum

Lesley Smith

Weston Hall, Bulkington

Valerie Fehlbaum Introduces Chrissey Evans – Sat 24 Oct at 2.30 at Coton Heritage Centre
Members £6.00 Non-Members £7.50
Valerie Fehlbaum recently retired from the University of Geneva. Valerie will perform for the first time her one-woman
dramatic presentation of George Eliot’s sister, Chrissey Evans.

You can book either online, after 1 October (www.georgeeliot.org) or by post using the form below.

Birthday Luncheon Sunday 22 November at Weston Hall, Bulkington 12.30. Tickets £25.00
Lesley Smith played George Eliot three times for us last year. She returns as guest of honour for the Annual Birthday
Luncheon on George Eliot’s actual birthday in the 90th anniversary year of the Fellowship. Weston Hall is Covid secure.

You can book either online, after 1 October (www.georgeeliot.org) or by post using the form below.
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0
Please send your completed forms with a cheque payable to The George Eliot Fellowship to 39 Lower Road, Barnacle,
Coventry CV7 9LD
………..Ticket/s for Professor Gail Marshall’s Annual Lecture via zoom on Saturday 10 October at £4/£5

…………………….

………..Ticket/s for Valerie Fehlbaum’s ‘Introducing Chrissey Evans’ on Saturday 24 October at £6/£7.50

……………………..

………..Tickets for the Annual Birthday Luncheon on Sunday 22 November at Weston Hall at £25

………………………

……….Copies of the 2020 George Eliot Review post paid £8.00 UK; £10 rest of world

………………………

TOTAL ENCLOSED

……………………..

My name……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
My address……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………Postcode……………………………………………………
Contact details Tel..................................................................... Email……………………………………………………………………………..
Other useful information: contact gef1930@gmail.com
Tel: 02476 619126 Mob: 07773 413907
Facebook site is George Eliot Fellowship Twitter site is @GeorgeEliotLove Website www.georgeeliot.org

